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• Total DKT members on 25th September 2020: 2347 from 45 Countries   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Afghanistan 
2. Australia  
3. Bahrain  
4. Brunei 
5. Canada 
6. China 
7. Egypt 
8. Fiji 
9. Ghana 
10. Honk Kong 
11. India 
12. Iran 
13. Iraq 
14. Ireland 
15. Jordan 
16. Kenya 
17. Kuwait 
18. Lebanon  
19. Malaysia 
20. Maldives  
21. Myanmar 
22. Nepal 
23. Nigeria  

 

24. Oman 
25. Pakistan 
26. Qatar 
27. Romania  
28. Saudi Arabia 
29. Singapore 
30. South Africa 
31. Spain 
32. Sri Lanka 
33. Sudan 
34. Sweden 
35. Tanzania 
36. Turkey 
37. UAE 
38. Uganda 
39. United Kingdom 
40. Ukraine 
41. United State of America 
42. Vietnam 
43. Yemen  
44. Zambia 
45. Zimbabwe 
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• Feedback received from participants of 21 Countries (including Bangladesh, Bahrain, India, Egypt, 
Oman, Kuwait, Malaysia, Kenya, Pakistan, Sudan, Singapore, Nigeria, Myanmar, Iraq, USA, Turkey, 
Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Yemen and UK).  

• Total feedback received: 242   
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DID YOU FIND THESE COURSES USEFUL FOR 
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WOULD YOU RECOMMEND THE BASILDON 
FRCR 2B "A TO ZEE" COURSES TO PEERS?

Yes

No
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1. What aspects of the Basildon FRCR 2B "A to Zee" courses were most useful or valuable? 
 

 I've found all the sessions very useful. It’s an amazing resource and big thanks to Dr Khan and the 
other members of the faculty for their time & efforts. The anatomy sessions in Head & Neck were 
especially useful (UK). 

 Almost all sessions were beyond expectations. Very well organised and relevant to 2b. Amazing 
teachers especially Dr Khan (UK). 

 Amazing course. Incredible series of lectures with such a good range of cases, each centred 
around differentials from Chapman. Opportunities to be a viva candidate making it interactive as 
well. Getting lectures from other specialty radiologists has been helpful as well (UK). 

 It was an absolute amazing course!  (Pakistan). 

 Teaching, teaching and teaching (India). 

 Online teaching. Free of cost. Excellent teaching with several exam cases. Excellent teachers from 
sub speciality level teaching us (USA). 

 Viva practice, learning from the 2B candidates and the feedback given by instructors, every 
session lead by Dr Sami Khan sharing his pearls of wisdom. Excellent teaching and so generous to 
offer it free of charge to so many trainees, especially during this time of the COVID pandemic 
when many people’s training experience has been negatively impacted  (UK). 

 Teaching by the infamous Dr Khan who is a great teacher.  He is patient, very knowledgeable and 
knows exactly how to teach - not everyone is born with this gift!. Many cases that we read about 
but may have never seen!. Case after case to reinforce learning (UK). 

 I can’t say in words, it was overall awesome  (Pakistan). 

 Huge breadth of topics covering all the varied specialties for FRCR. Very well structured with 
recommended reading. Excellent selection of cases. Good use of zoom to make this free and 
accessible for radiology trainees around the world. Dr Khan is a wonderful teacher and his 
dedication to radiology and to education is so sincere. He's an excellent role model for trainees 
(UK). 

 Dr Khan's course has been extremely detailed and has helped me learn radiology. For example I 
have always struggled to know the difference between syndesmophytes and para vertebral 
ossification. After listening to his teaching I now understand and can confidently differentiate 
between the arthropathies (UK). 

 Every session was superb. Wonderful teachers, but Dr Khan, you are inspirational (UK). 

 The key teaching points in each case (Pakistan). 

 Everything is valuable (Pakistan). 

 Clear way to make understand (Pakistan). 

 Dr Sami is awesome, he clears concepts  And make radiology easy (Pakistan). 

 Almost every aspect was useful and valuable it (Pakistan).   

 It was an absolute amazing course! (Pakistan). 

 All sessions especially teaching lectures (Kuwait). 

 Teaching at the basic level help us clearing our concepts (Pakistan). 

 All sessions were excellent. Course content was so precise , comprehensive and very well planned 
. Dr khans teaching style , anatomical descriptions were up to the mark (Pakistan). 

 Professionally led by an excellent human being and a great teacher Dr Sami Khan. Nearly all 
factually were superb. Lectures covered almost all aspect of RCR radiology curriculum. So much 
time and dedication during last few months by A2Z team. Format of course is brilliant *hybrid of 
traditional teaching with two way teaching*. I will name Dr. Khan, Dr. Imran Syed and Dr. Keysi 
as three outstanding teachers (all other were excellent too). Dr.Khan kept audience engaged and 
modelled his course according to the trainee's requirement for FRCR 2b exams (UK). 
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 Everything from A to Z (Pakistan). 

 Dr. Khan’s all lectures (Oman). 

 All lessons but especially those taught by Dr.Khan including both teaching mode and viva cases 
(building them up from anatomy) to radiological imaging (Pakistan). 

 I can’t seem to just pick one sir ,specially your lectures were just perfect (Egypt). 

 Everything was useful but Dr Khans sessions were the best (UK). 

 Teachings from basic to advanced (Oman). 

 Very rational approach of reporting and differential diagnosis. It's very supportive to have lot of 
cases with different appearances (UK).  

 Dr khan your style of explanation pointing out exactly at anatomy...we never have such idea. 
Perfect ever aspect (Pakistan). 

 Sir every facet of this excellent review series was important and helpful. Several difficult concepts 
were Demystified (Nigeria). 

 Almost all sessions were beyond expectations. Very well organised and relevant to 2b. Amazing 
teachers especially Dr Khan (UK). 

 The range of cases and excellent descriptions and explanations. Dr Khan has a deep and thorough 
understanding of the pathophysiology of the diseases and he effectively explained how this 
effects the appearance on imaging. He has taught me so much for 2B and for the rest of my career 
(UK). 

 Your way of teaching, correcting our approach towards diagnosis, exam tips (Pakistan). 

 Teaching methodology of Dr. Sami khan (Pakistan). 

 Sir Sami's unique teaching style (Pakistan).  

 Every single thing and tip from every teacher (Pakistan). 

 Comprehensive coverage of curriculum, excellent examples of pathology, viva-style questioning 
(UK).  

 The teaching mode and the viva sessions (Pakistan). 

 Whole radiology in 100 hours (Pakistan). 

 The way Dr Sami used to cover each n every subject. Explaining each practical points (Pakistan). 

 The number of teaching and variety of systems as well as cases (Malaysia). 

 Teaching style (Pakistan). 

 Everything. Teaching style of Dr Sami his grip on subject (Pakistan). 

 Dr. Khans teaching is the best. He is so dedicated. I will forever be indebted to him. He proves 
that high quality education is not always for money and profit (Egypt). 

 The whole lectures (Egypt). 

 Dr Sami's lecture were most useful , rest of all were also mind opening an informative , but Dr 
Sami's way of teaching and explaining things is really phenomenal. 

 CNS by Dr Sami Khan, Female imaging by Dr Anjali (Pakistan). 

 All the topics were well taught explaining concepts that were never 100% clear. Particularly head 
and neck (UK). 

 FRCR preparation plus lot of guidance regarding day to day practice (Pakistan). 

 All of it valuable (Iraq). 

 All is amazing  (Sudan). 

 Case reviews and viva training (UK). 

 All but VIVA sessions are best (Egypt). 

 Dr Khans teaching style & specific exam related cases  (UK). 
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2. Please describe how the Basildon FRCR 2B "A to Zee" courses have impacted your preparation 
for the FRCR 2B exam. 

 
 Regular teaching sessions with in-depth teaching and feedback of cases has really helped with 

revision over the last few months. It makes evening revision much easier when you can tune in to 
such high quality teaching and all for free. I can’t thank you enough!  (UK). 

 I’m just an ST2 at the moment but same as above. You’ve been amazing Dr Khan. Thank you and 
your team so much. I can’t explain my gratitude to you. My whole week revolved around your 
teaching. I probably watched 30/35. Once again, biggest thanks (UK). 

 It was really good and Kudos to Dr Khan's team for creating such a valuable course (India). 

 It brought me back on track. I was desperate that I have to pay a lot and travel a lot to learn better 
and prepare for 2b (Egypt). 

 Completely revolutionized my radiological understanding. If I am successful, it will be entirely the 
result of your teaching (UK). 

 If I pass my exam I am sure this would largely be due to this course! (UK). 

 Again, Dr Khan's deep and thorough knowledge helped me understand why the imaging 
appearances are as they are and where and what to look for. The comprehensive range of cases 
covers the curriculum exceedingly well which is more than I could have achieved revising from 
books alone or random vivas with local consultants (UK). 

 Enormous help from this course. I feel I should have been taught in this way by someone in our 
own deanery but I am glad it’s not too late and Dr. Khan has emerged on this horizon as a God's 
gift. RCR should take active action and honour Dr. Khan and his effort (without any monitory gain) 
by making it compulsory to attend his lectures (recording or live) or incorporate his lectures as 
part of RITI (UK). 

 It has given me clarity on what I should focus more on specifically for the exam (India). 

 It has given us an insight about the thought process and pathology selection by various examiners 
(Pakistan). 

 It put me on the right track. How to describe a lesion well and how to think with putting all the 
differentials, also to connect all the data together to reach a final diagnosis (Egypt). 

 They made me more confident and guided me towards the correct path of preparation (India). 

 The courses made me more familiar with viva (Egypt). 

 It has really opened my eyes and mind. I have never read things like they told us and they really 
made such difficult things easy like head n neck anatomy, pathology, barium studies etc. 

 It impacted my approach and preparation very much in a good way...would like to attend future 
courses because I missed some of my sessions. Best selfless teaching by Dr Sami (India). 

 Significantly helps me learn and plan for the exam (UK). 

 I could not have found a better opportunity , living here in Pakistan (Pakistan). 

 It increased my degree of confidence  (Egypt). 

 has given me a thorough insight into exam cases (Pakistan). 

 Helped me develop  methodical  approach for preparation (India). 

 Improved my overall preparation for the exam (Pakistan). 

 Awesome, I learned many think and also got a lot of answers to many questions... also the trick & 
tips are great (Turkey). 

 My deficiencies of training in Pakistan has overcome by this course (Pakistan). 

 It boosted me a lot. I attempted FRCR 2b once and couldn’t make out. My morale was very down 
but after attending your course I know I can do it (Pakistan). 

 I got a lot of benefits and experience about important points to stress about  (UK). 
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 It has really polished me and I would like to take lessons from your teachings always as you’ve 
really opened mind and gave us positive energy (Pakistan). 

 Made a big difference, definitely more confident (UK). 

 It was an eye opener  (UK). 

 As an overseas candidate it gave me the guidance and idea to understand UK practice  (Sudan). 

 It's very helpful to improve our reporting especially for those who are not appearing in exam 
(Pakistan).  

 The courses have given us a road map to follow to prepare for the exam. Specifically the stress on 
Chapman has made me realize how important to know this cover to cover (Pakistan).  

 It has cleared so many misconceptions. It has been a great inspiration for all of us .Dr khan has 
made it very easy us , and the path which he has paved for us , FRCR part 2 B doesn’t sound very 
difficult now . He has guided us very well . Thank u very much for the tremendous efforts that Dr 
Khan and his team has made  (Pakistan). 

 I am not sitting in the exam. But it was like a rapid review of radiology for me to keep my 
knowledge up to date (Pakistan). 

 It has had a tremendous impact on my overall understanding (Pakistan). 

 Timed perfectly for the run up to the 2B sit in October, as well as the Jan sit. It helped consolidate 
knowledge from books and teaching of cases was exceptional (UK). 

 I am on maternity leave - but it was very useful to get to know what is expected in the 2B exam - 
it was very useful to go through each system one by one. Really good for future prep (UK). 

 This is excellent course. It helped me in preparation for FRCR 2B exam (India). 
 

3. Please outline any suggestions to make these courses better.  
 

 Actually you made it awesome and I’m really so thankful for your work and effort (Saudi Arabia). 

 Dr Khan should do all the sessions. No one teaches like him (UK). 

 Nothing it is perfect (UK). 

 I would say Perfect! (Pakistan). 

 They are really good (Turkey). 

 They were perfect (Pakistan). 

 I am impressed by the course (Egypt). 

 All were almost comprehensive but I request to continue these session on regular bases 
(Pakistan). 

 Sessions were wonderful. Please continue them (Pakistan). 

 It will be great if continue (Pakistan). 

 More regular session and course should go on (India). 

 Just keep teaching us, u and team are gem (Pakistan). 

 Just keep teaching. Teach more of basics as you did in this course and made many concepts clear. 
You have done everything I guess no suggestion I can give you Perfect in all aspects (Pakistan). 

 Can't think of anything. The course was exceptional (UK). 

 More opportunities for other trainees from different deaneries to be viva candidates. Including 
sets of long cases that people can access beforehand and then go through the answers (UK). 

 It is already upto the mark (Pakistan). 

 No suggestion these courses are ready out class. One request is that kindly continue such courses 
or lectures in future too (Pakistan). 

 Regular sessions with more hot seat sessions (Pakistan). 
 

4. Do you have any additional comments? 
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 I am incredibly grateful for the colossal amount of work that has gone into this course - best 
teaching I have ever had! I feel better prepared for 2B, especially at a time when other courses 
have been cancelled and viva teaching restricted due to COVID. If I pass I will definitely be in touch 
to help out, this is surely the way forward for radiology education! Thanks again Dr Khan (UK). 

 Hats off to DR KHAN AND TEAM. Keep it up and make radiology easy for all round the world 
(Pakistan). 

 Thank you so much to Dr Khan and colleagues. The entire course has been fantastic and I admire 
your dedication. I'm looking forward to future events, and will spread the word at my deanery! 
(UK). 

 Dr. Khan is the master of teaching. He is really great in all aspects and so keen for his students 
(Egypt). 

 Excellent teaching & initiative .Thoroughly successful (UK). 

 Keep doing Sir, Dr Khan and your team. Appreciate for your work. Thanks for everything Sir 
(Myanmar). 

 I am sincerely grateful for Dr. Khan and his colleagues for this wonderful educational experience 
(Egypt). 

 Very grateful to Dr Khan for giving up so much of his time. He is a truly brilliant educator and I 
have learnt a great deal (UK). 

 Amazing effort by Dr Khan. His passion for teaching and training is obvious and many past and 
future radiologists are/ will be indebted to him  (UK). 

 It was excellent experience to gain lot of knowledge. May Dr Sami Khan and his entire  team be 
blessed (Pakistan). 

 I will always be indebted to Dr. Khan and his students who made this true (Egypt). 

 Good wishes and huge thanks to Dr Khan and his team members. Allah bless more to all of these 
(Pakistan). 

 I am extremely emotional at the finale of this DKT season...I have followed the whole team in its 
whole journey...and I'm just so grateful to the whole team (Saudi Arabia).  

 Amazing course. Dr khan is such an amazing person. Keep it up. Making short videos of routine 
topics and uploading on the web site will make it easy for the teacher as well as candidates for 
revision (Pakistan). 

 Excellent course (Kenya). 

 Excellent teaching and great teachers  (Pakistan). 

 Lots of prayers for Dr Khan and his team! God bless him (Pakistan). 

 Thank you very much. I think it has been wonderful and I just wish I had listened in when I was an 
ST1/2! (UK). 

 I’m very grateful for every one that help to make this course , thank you very much (Iraq). 

 Incredible work and I am truly grateful for all the time you have spent putting it all together and 
delivering the teaching. I wish I could thank you more and would love to get involved in the future 
projects to help with teaching. I am a paediatric higher trainee (UK). 

 Such an amazing teacher and role model.  

 Would love to work in your department. I am sure you are an inspiration for your colleagues and 
entice them in teaching the radiology registrars. I am amazed by what you managed to achieve 
and how nicely these courses were designed. God bless you and your colleagues involved in this 
huge teaching project over the pandemic and free for all (UK). 

 Dr Sami Khan, may god bless you forever for your noble thoughts and actions through these 
teaching activities without any gainful motives. May you continue this great work of educating all 
students & GOD willing DKT will be the best teaching platform ever (India). 
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 Dr Khan has been an amazing teacher throughout and we are lucky to have him  as a mentor in 
the radiology world. His dedication beyond words (UK). 

 I think this is a great effort from a great man, Dr. Khan, and his team (Sudan). 

 Dr Khan and his faculty's work is highly appreciated (Pakistan). 

 Bundles of thanks. You are one of the teachers who inspire students to study (Oman). 

 heartfelt gratitude and keep it up (Pakistan).  

 Dr Sami is a indeed a great teacher, for a teacher to b good he himself should be expert in his field 
that is true for Dr Sami. V are all thankful (Pakistan). 

 Dr Khan is great, honest and dedicated teacher. words really cannot explain. I didn’t learn from 
anyone but this course. I feel proud as a attendee and very grateful (Pakistan). 

 Sir, I cannot begin to tell you how much I appreciate the time and effort you put into all of this. 
Eternally grateful to you. In my four years of training no one took the time to teach. Thank you so 
much. May Allah give you a great great reward. Same for the other teachers (Pakistan) . 

 Dr Khan has been an amazing teacher throughout and we are lucky to have him  as a mentor in 
the radiology world. His dedication beyond words (UK).  

 It was amazing. The whole journey from July, as I missed few sessions and regret missing them. 
thankful for all the efforts .Thank you Dr Sami and all other respected teachers for the time and 
sharing your precious knowledge (Pakistan). 

 I just have tears in my eyes and prayers from my heart for Dr Sami Khan and his team (Pakistan). 

 Dr. Khan the man of his words. He has really beat the COVID -19. He turn the attention of 
frustrated youth from COVID and directed them to their goals. He is such a passionate and 
enthusiastic and kind heart human being (Pakistan).  

 Thank you so much Dr Khan.  I can't think of a greater teacher than yourself.  You have dedicated 
so many hours to us from your own spare time and expected nothing back.  It is so rare to come 
across a teacher like yourself who is so involved with developing trainees for the future and who 
teaches in a manner that many aspire to be like (UK).    

 “Better than one thousand days of diligent reading is one day with a great teacher.” I guess that 
was said for you. Haven’t seen in my life such a passionate teacher. Your energy and enthusiasm 
to teach is amazing and contagious. I wish I could become like you one day. In radiology I take 
you as my role model. May You be blessed with the best of everything. 

 Dr Khan, you are inspirational. Truly life-changing teaching. Thank you for an unforgettable 
experience. 

 Many thanks to you sir for your commitment, time, excellent teaching. I have benefitted a lot as 
a consultant and look forward to more from your team. 

 Thank you so much Sir. No words for your dedication. 

 Thank you very much Dr. Khan and the entire team. An amazing past few months. An 
unprecedented endeavour. I have to say the work that went into this cannot be understood and 
imagined but by you and your team only looking forward to future courses would love to help in 
anyway. 

 Thank you to Dr Khan and his team. I have learnt things which have confused me for years. 

 Thank you so much sir for giving me this outstanding experience.  I'm really grateful.  in next 
session of ST 1 n 2 I'll take all of your lectures. 

 Adversity brings nice things I guess. After all if there was no COVID, we would have missed this 
golden teaching by you sir. Hats off and thanks a lot. 

 Thanks a lot sir and thanks to your team for this excellent opportunity for all of us. 

 It’s been a wonderful 3 months to learn from your brilliance. 

 Great effort Dr. Khan. Really no words could describe my appreciation to you Sir. Thanks a lot. 

 I wish you were my supervisor.  lots and lots of respect from Pakistan. 
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 Wonderful organized well-presented lectures and clearly described cases , many thanks 
 

==========XX==========XX========== 


